
Changing customer demands. A huge variety of 
different jobs, in shorter print runs and delivered 
to tighter deadlines.

You’re a small print producer, so you get  
the picture. You spend more and more time 
getting jobs ready for the press. Manually 
checking job data files. Logging and checking 
new orders – and repeat jobs. Preflighting. Which 
leaves little time to win new business, manage 
existing customer relationships and use your 
knowledge and expertise to add value.

You know that there’s a better way. That  
cloud-based job submission and file preparation 
is the way forward. The trouble is, you think 
automation is complex and costly – in time and 
money – and not for you. Not yet, anyway. 

Think again.
Meet PRISMAprepare Go – the virtual  
pre-production assistant that enables small  
print producers to make the digital transition 
quickly and easily. With no up-front cost, no  
need for an IT genius to make it work, and no 
ongoing maintenance.

Receive. Prepare. Go. 
What could be simpler?

MEET PRISMAprepare Go
YOUR VIRTUAL PRE-PRODUCTION ASSISTANT



PRISMAprepare Go is the simple, effective, secure and affordable route to 
cloud-based job submission and pre-production preparation for small  
in-house and commercial print producers.

From job submission to processing and production, PRISMAprepare Go 
enhances your customer offering with a highly-structured, professional 
service that’s easy to configure and use, and very cost-effective. 

Access PRISMAprepare Go remotely from multiple devices through 
PRISMA Home - the reliable, safe and secure hub for all PRISMA  
cloud-based applications and tools.

And because PRISMAprepare Go is SaaS (software as a service), you need 
only minimal, basic training before your own branded onboarding portal is 
up and running - in hours, not days or weeks.

With PRISMAprepare Go it’s just three simple steps to a fast  ‘win-win’  
for you and your customers. Receive, Prepare, Go.

DON’T WAIT  
TO AUTOMATE

Receive
PRISMAprepare Go makes it easy for 
your customers to work with you. 
Anytime, anywhere, they can send jobs 
by dragging-and-dropping single or 
multiple PDF files, adding any comments 
or special requests. Or your operators can 
submit jobs directly for customers. Once 
in production, real-time progress reports 
are a click away.

At your end, jobs enter your new, 
streamlined PRISMAprepare Go  
pre-production workflow – a simple, 
orderly way to receive and prepare 
jobs for production. Built-in automated 
preflighting flags up any missing  
elements – like page size, fonts, or  
image resolution.

Prepare
PRISMAprepare Go lets your operators 
switch easily between applications, tools 
and printers. Create a variety of different 
products – documents with staples  
and/or punch holes, folded booklets, 
same-up and cut-and-stack sheets with 
full colour previews.

Use PRISMAprepare Go’s 
‘What You See Is What You Get’ 
Document and Sheet view to minimise 
mistakes by verifying page output 
formatting adjustments on-screen as 
they’re made.

Go
PRISMAprepare Go is a single submission 
point to your networked production 
presses. It supports most production 
printers with PRISMAsync, Fiery or Canon 
DFE controllers, as well as generic  
JDF-enabled production devices.

Prepare jobs based on the available 
finishing devices. Send jobs directly  
to PRISMAsync DocBoxes for easy 
reprints and fast last-minute edits.  
For extra functionality PRISMAsync  
Remote Manager can also run on  
the PRISMAprepare Go client  
workstation – and a single web browser 
is all you need to switch between 
PRISMAprepare Go and PRISMAsync 
Remote Manager.

Don’t wait to automate!
To find out more about PRISMAprepare Go  
cloud-based job submission and production workflow,  
go to www.canon-europe.com/prismapreparego


